SOME SPECIAL TRIGONOMETRICAL SERIES RELATED
TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRIME NUMBERS
P. T. BATEMAN and S. CHOWLA

1. In response to a query of N. J. Fine, Besicovitch [1] has constructed
an example of a non-trivial real-valued continuous function / on the real
line which has period unity, is not odd, and has the property

for every positive integer h. It is the purpose of this note to remark that
the functions given by
Md) = S \{n) n-1 cos 2TTO0 = Re S X(n) n-1 exp 2vind,

(2,

where A denotes the Liouville function, and
/2(0) = 2(i(n) n-1 cos 2imd = Re2p(n) rr1 exp 2-nind,

(3)

where [x denotes the Mobius function, also have these properties. The
uniform convergence of the series in (2) and (3) (and consequently the
continuity of/x and / 2 ) follows from a deep theorem of Davenport [2].

It is then comparatively trivial to show that ft and / 2 satisfy the condition (1).
We recall that the Liouville function is defined as follows: A(l) = 1,
X(n) = (—1)' if n is the product of j (not necessarily distinct) prime
numbers. The Mobius function is defined as follows: fi(n) — X(n) if n
is not divisible by the square of any prime, fx(n) = 0 if n is divisible by the
square of some prime. Throughout the paper all summations on n are
to be taken over the positive integers and all products on p are to be taken
over the primes, subject, in either case, to whatever further conditions
are specified.
2. Davenport's theorem is embodied in the first assertion of the
following lemma.
LEMMA 1. If A is a given positive constant, then for real x greater than
unity we have
T(x, 0) = £ fj.(n) ex-p2mn6 =O(x log
uniformly in 0, and also
S{x, 0) = £ \{n) exp 2min6 =O(x log
uniformly in 0.
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The second assertion of Lemma 1 follows immediately from the first.
In fact from the definitions of A and fx we have

S(x,6)= 2 2 p{nd-2) exp2Trind= 2 T(d~2x, d2d).
n^,x d^\n

Now trivially

2

T(d-2x,d2d)

On the other hand the first assertion of the lemma gives

2 T{d-2x,d26)=

£

Thus the second assertion of Lemma 1 is established.
3. We now show that the power series SA(w)w~12n and %[i(n)n~1zn
converge uniformly on the unit circle, even though they do not converge
absolutely there. (An example of a power series with this property was
first given by Hardy [3]. However, the first of the two power series here
fulfils the further requirement that the coefficient of zn is -^w1 for every
positive integer n. Of. [5].)
LEMMA 2. The series JE,X(n)n~1exp27rind
converge uniformly in 6, for real 9.

and 2/*(?&) 7&-1 exp2-7mi0

Proof. We apply Lemma 1 with some fixed A greater than 1. If
a and b are positive integers with a < 6, we have by partial summation
2

i*>(ri) n~x ©xp 2-irinO
, d)
a<n<b

Since log~A+1(a-\-l) tends to zero with increasing a (in view of our choice
of A), the second assertion of Lemma 2 follows. The first assertion is
proved in the same way.
We remark that for any particular rational value of 6 the estimates
of Lemma 1 and the convergence assertions of Lemma 2 were proved by
Landau [4]. However, the above uniformity results stemming from
Davenport's work are somewhat more difficult to obtain. In fact,
Davenport's proof of the first assertion of Lemma 1 is similar to Vinogradov's proof that every sufficiently large odd integer is expressible as
a sum of three odd primes.
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4. THEOREM. The functions fx and f2 defined by (2) and (3) are nontrivial even real-valued continuous functions of period unity such that

for every positive integer k.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2 we need only prove (4).

First

2 Mh/k) = Re S A(w) ft"1 2 exp {27rihnlk)
ni

fti

2
n=0(mod ft)

where all the infinite series occurring converge by Lemma 2.
the continuity theorem lor Dirichlet series (cf. [6], p. 291)

But by

I,X{n)n-1 = lim I,X{n)n~s = lim {£(2s)/£(s)} = 0.
S->1+

S-»l+

Thus the first assertion of (4) is proved.

In the same way

^lf2(hlk)^=Ilfx{kn)n-:l = [x{k) 2 ^ W r 1
7i=l

(n, k)=l

and, since the infinite series here likewise converge by Lemma 2,

2 (x(n)n-1=iim
(?ifr)1

2 ^{n)n~s= lim II (1-P~S)

s>l+ (?i7r)l

s » l + ?)/&

Thus the second assertion of (4) is proved.
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